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Introduction and motivation 

 According to increasing number of usage GPS devices by people, problem of mining trajectories of 

users appears consequently. The number of popular websites Thus, finding communities include people who 

apply the same routes at same cities, but not similar sensible behavior. Contemporary location-based social 

networks also provide the ability of assignment specific semantic tags to geographical locations, so this goal 

can be achieved.  

 Search of groups of people with the same behavior can be used, for example, in different 

applications of advertisement targeting. For example, these problems may be of interest to institutions that 

are interested in what other establishment also attended by their customers. Users also can be informed about 

goings-on of another people with resembling predilections. Sociologists can explore the hidden persuasive of 

users with various distinctive features (f.e. gender, nationality) through the establishment of relationships 

between the locations they tend to visit. User communities can be also used in friends suggestion systems, if 

the web-service includes opportunity of friendship between users.  

 Having initial dataset C = {<u, p, t>}, where u is element of set of users, p is element of set of 

location tags, t is time-stamp, some places ti may be annotated with the set of semantic tags Si. Thus, we can 

examine the data as set of pairs of <u,s>, count how many times current user has visited places with this 

semantic tag in given time interval and to build a matrix of users’ preferences. 

Related works 

 Existing works on finding communities are related to pure GPS data and deal with raw coordinates. 

[1] A significant number of works consider mining hot regions of users’ trajectories and use grid-based 

approaches or density-based approaches of areas.[2] 

 There is less number of works dedicated to research of check-in data with semantic tags. Those 

include annotation of missing tag places [3], finding time similarity between tags [4], analysis of tags in 

OpenStreetMap system [5], finding significant semantic locations from GPS data [6] but there are no works 

which are related to finding similarity between users through semantic and check-in time similarity of tags.  

Proposed solution 

The following steps are included into proposed algorithm: 

 Finding semantic similarity between tags. 

 Finding check-in time similarity between tags. 

 Finding importance of semantic tags for every user. 

 Making Semantic Relation Graph (SRG) of users’ tag preferences, where nodes describe importance 

of each tag to user, and edges describe transition of users. 

 Computing user’s similarity as graph’s similarity.  

 Finding communities. 

 Check-in semantic analysis is based on Singular Value Decomposition of User-Tag matrix, where 

each column is a tag, each row represents user, and the value of their intersection describes how many times 

user checked-in in locations with given tag. Proposed solution in thesis applies operation of Singular Value 

Decomposition to the stated problem. Operation of singular value decomposition is very useful in area of 

describing a matrix. It reduces the effects of similar tags, merging the dimensions associated with the tags 

that have similar behavior. If some place is visited by a relatively large number of every people, it will have 

less effect on resulting matrix. 
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Figure 1 - Workflow of process 

 The SVD is a very powerful and useful matrix decomposition, particularly in the context of text 

analysis, dimension reducing transformations of images, earning human-like knowledge, image compression, 

reconstruction of gene regulatory networks etc. It is based on the fact that any real m n  matrix A can be 

spreaded as 
TA = SΣC , where S is m m , C is n n , and Σ  is m n  and has only singular values on its 

diagonal in decreasing order 1 2 0l     
,  where min{ , }l m n . Because the diagonal elements 

0   for 1,   , kk k n m   
, the eigenvectors (singular vectors) 1,   , n ms s

 are of no importance.  As 

a result we define a new m n  matrix Ŝ  (it is S  with the last m n  columns deleted) and a new n n  

diagonal matrix Σ̂  (whose diagonal elements are 1,   , n 
) and write the thin SVD (or reduced SVD) of 

A as  
ˆ ˆ TA SΣC . After this operation, the correlation between columns of A will be more representative 

[7], and we can state is as . 

 Finding check-in time similarity between tags is described in [4], so we can measure difference 

between tags as difference between their probability distribution:  

 

 
Figure 2 - Two tags time-distribution 

Compute time similarity as similarity between probability distributions 
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 Weight  we have to find empirically, and proposed value is 0.35. 

 User’s SRG has to represent user’s behavior, so it has to include 

 Weight of node = importance of tag for given user (normalized by TF-IDF alue ) 

 Weight of edge = normalized transition between tags check-in time. Weight function: 

 
For given Whrrl dataset, possible values of tmin=1 hour, tmax=8 hours. 

 
Figure 3 - Semantic Relation Graph 

Measuring of user’s similarity has to be represented as users’ SRG similarity. Proposed approach 

includes not only equality of tags, but also their similarity and how transition probability between tags is 

equal.  (after experiments  is most 

justified value), where 

)= , where 

, and 

 is calculated in the same way.   

 Thus, finding all the user similarity measure, we can find communities using any fuzzy clustering 

algorithm (f.e., c-means). Experiments showed that most distinguish tags are not necessarily often (such as 

“restaurant” or “shopping”), but that one who separate users into disjoint groups. For example, maximum 

feature importance have such tags as  “church” and “night club”, because some people appear often, some do 

not at all. Proposed experiments stated that this approach can be used in different fields – analysis of social 

groups behavior, user recommendation etc. 
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